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Tip 1: “ICA file not found” prompted when initializing published application on RTS Portal. 

Sol :  There are two possible solutions to the problem and the solutions are quoted from 

Citrix Document ID CTX395275. Users may receive the ICA File Not Found error when 

launching published applications through NFuse.  

The following scenarios are known to produce the ICA File Not Found error: 

1. Web pages are served with HTTPS and client cannot save encrypted pages to disk 

When a user clicks an application icon, the launch.ica file is downloaded from the web 

server and then executed by the local ICA client. If the NFuse web server is using SSL 

(https://...) and your browser is configured not to save encrypted pages to disk, the 

Launch.ica file cannot be written to disk and the ICA client has no file to open. 

To resolve this issue, at the client machine: 

• In Internet Explorer select go Tools > Internet Options 

• Select the Advanced tab 

• Beneath the Security section of options, uncheck the option called Do Nat save 

encrypted pages to disk 

2. Excessive internet cache 

On Windows computers with large hard drives, the Temporary Internet Files folder used 

by Internet Explorer can become excessively large, causing too much of delay in the 

time required to save the launch.ica file and then retrieve it for use by the ICA client. 

To resolve this issue, clear the browser cache: 

In Internet Explorer select go Tools 3-" Internet Options 

Select the General tab 

In the Temporary Internet files section of options, click the Delete Files button. 

You may also want to click the Settings button to decrease the amount of disk space 

to use for the Internet cache. 
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Tip 2: "Cannot connect to the Citrix server. You must have 128-bit SSL support installed in 

order to use the SSL protocol. 128-bit SSL support is available in the High Encryption 

Pack or internet Explorer services with a Cipher Strength of128-bit” prompted when 

Initializing published application on RTS Portal. 

Sol : There are two solutions to the above problem: 

1. Go to http://www.microsoft.com site to download Internet Explorer High Encryption 

Pack and install it on user’s PC. 

2. Upgrade the user’s IE to IE 6.0 or above with Cipher Strength of 128—bit. 

 

Tip 3: To identify a particular problematic RTS server. 

Sol : As the RTS is provide by a group of servers in the server farm behind, there would be a 

chance that end users come across in-consistence occurrence of a problem. The reason 

can be possibly misbehavior of one or more servers in the server farm. To identify the 

problematic server when the user comes across problem. please follow the steps below: 

1. Locate the “Citrix Connection Centre” icon, as depicted below, on the right-hand 

side of the user’s local windows taskbar. (Assume the RTS published application is 

still opened) 

 

2. Right click on the “ICA Connection Centre” icon to identify the RTS server on which 

your application is running as depicted below:  

 
Doing so can help RTS support to troubleshoot the backend RTS server quickly. 

 

 


